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() 0 is the angle between the l'a.dins vector a.nd the nOl'th-a.xis at 
Boon, l' is t11e moment at which the l'auius vector has the directioll 
(! of the gl'eat axis Ol', whenever the ellipse is flattened down to 
H, straigbt line, ihe moment when it aUains )ts maximum valne. 

It appears ft'om these tables thai the gradient ellipses, for both 
stations and in all seasons, approach tu a stmight line, so that a. 
gmphical representation could only be given on a lal'ge sca.le. 

It would not be elifficult to p)'ofl'eL' an explanation of the somewbat 
sta,rtling result thai the angle of deYiation val'ies with the different 
seasons. Such an explanation could be based onl,)' on a pl'emi:=;ed 
('onception concerning the mechanical mea.ning of the t~l'Ïction coeffi
cient, a.s introduced in the calcnlation, and would be pl'ematme 
before the Nsults obtained ha"e ueen put to the test by application 
of the method indicated in this paper to other series of observations 
made at many anel differently &ituateel stations. 

Mathematics. - "1'he pentagonal ]Jï'ojections of tlte 1'egulal' jivecell 
and its semirerJulm' ojfspring." Communicated by Prof, SCHOUTE. 

1. Fltndamental the01'em. lf in two circles (fig. 1) with radius Q 
situated in the plan es O(X 1 X 2 ) , O(X3X 4

) of a rectangulal' system 
of coordinates in space 84 we describe two regular pentagons 
(1,2,3,4,5) , (1', 2', 3', .J,', 5'), of which ihe first is convex while the 
other is star shapen, the five points P l , P2" , ,p., whose projections 
are the vertices of these pentagons indicated by corresponding num
bers, form the vertices of a regulal' fivecell with QV5 as length 
of edge, 1) 

1) This theorem is not new, Pl'obably it was given rOl' the first time by 
Dl'. S. L, VAN OSS in his dissE'rtatiou (Utrecht, 1894). Compare also my paper: 
"Les projeclions régu1ières àes polytopes l'éguliels" (Archives Teyle,r, Haarlem, 1904). 

Wc repeat here lhc simple proof, Ir (P12, Pal) and (Q12' QJl) are the Pl'ojeclions 
of the points l' aud Q with lhe coordinales Xt and yi (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) on the planes 
O(X1X J),O(XJX 1), we have 

P12 Q212 = (XI-Y1)2 + (XJ-Y2)2 , PS4 Q2J4 = (xs--Ya)2 + (:lil-y~)2 
aud tbcrefore if d denotes the distance PQ 

P12Q212 + PS1Q2Jl = d2. 
Now thc pi ojections P12Q12 anel PJ~Q34 of cach 01' the ten edges 12" .. ,45 of 

lhe fivcpoint P1r2PgP1P-;, at'c eilher sielr and diagonal Ol' eliagonal and siele of thc 
sall'e regul.:tl' pentagon, elc. 

"'hich position has lhc rcgular simplex 8(5) with respecL 10 Uw planes of pro· 
jl'c\ion O(X1X 2) and O(XJX t)? Evielently thlS projectiol1 is characierized by thp. 
fact Lhal each of lbe five paÏt's 0[' non inlersccting edges 

(25) (34) , (13) (45) , (24) (15) , (35) (12) , (14) (23) 
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We indicate the projection of the l'eglllal' 8(5) obtainecl in fig, 1 
as the "pel1tagonal projection" of that polytope, anel we try to show 
in the following pages how easily the corresponding pl'ojectiolls of 

has parallel projeclions on either of the two plunes, i, e, that the five lines at 
infinity cutting these pairs of non intersecting edges have the lines at infinity of 
lhe two planes of projeclion for coml110n transvelsals. 

Now there al'e altogelher fifteen pairs of non intersecting edges and thel'efol'c 
also (lfteen Jines at infinity each of which cuts a pail' of non illtersecting edges, 
Moreover it can be ShOWll easily that these fifteen line::: at infln'ty lie on a cubic 
sUl'face. ~'or, in bal'ycentl'ic coordinates with respect la the regulal' fivecell as sim· 

:; 

plex of coordinates these fifteen lines at infinity, for which the relation ~ Xi = 1 
i=l -

5 
changes into :s Xl = 0, are represented by the equations 

, i=l 

Xi+Xk=O, XI+Xm=O, XIl =0, 

where i, k, l, m, n stands for any pe1'l11utation of 1, 2, 2, 4, 5, and these relations 
5 

satisfy the equatioll ~ Xt 3 = ° of the diagonal surface of CLEBSCH, So the SCHL;\FLI 
i=l 

double six completing the fifteen lines mentlOned above 10 the 27 lines of that 
:; 

surface :s Xt3 = ° cOllsists of the lines at infinity or six. pairs of planes o (Xj X 2) 

i=l 
and 0(X3X 4) cOl'responding lo the six pairs of cirClllar permutations 

(12345) I (l2.354.) I , (l2435) I , (12453) 1 (l2534)!, (12543) I 
(13524) '(13125) \ (14523) \ ([4325) I '(15423) I (15324) 

with the property that in each pail' auy digit has in the two conslitnenls diffcj('nt 
adjacent digits. Each of these six pairs cOllsists of two recipl'ocal polars with 

:; 

respect to the sphere ~ X,2 = ° at infinity Coml1101l to all the spherical spaces of 
i=1 

S4' as the two planes of each pair are ped'ectly normal to each olhee. According 
to a lmown propel'ty, found for the first time by ~', SCliUR, lhe six pairs of lines 
of a SCHLÄFLI double six are really always recipl'ocal polars with respect 10 a 
quadratic sllrface (compare TH, ReYI: "Beziehllngen del' allgemeinen FJäche dritter 
Ordnung zu einer covarianlell l<'läche dritter Classe", lrfctth, Annalen vol. 55, p. 257, 
and G. KOHN "Ueber einige Eigenschaften der allgemeinen I·'läche driller Ordnung", 
Wiener Sitzttngsbericllte, vol. 117, p. 66), 

If we dedllce in tbe ol'dinal'y way lhe projeclion O(XgXJ) from lhe projections 
O(X1X 2), O(XJX~) afler having rotaled each of the two regular pentagons over an 
arbitral'y angle, we oblain the jJl'ojeclion of the fh'eccll on any plane lhe line at 
illfinity of which cuts the lines at illfinity of OIX1X 2) , OtX,X\). This shows lh at the 
pl'ojectioll OD an al'bilr:ll'y pIane can only be got in two tempos, i. e, by passing 
first lo lwo arbill'ary projeclions O(X2X S) , O(XJX 1 ) and by uedllcing a ncw pl'O' 
jeclion O(X1X2) aftel' having rolated each of the l)l'ojections O(X2X,11, O(XjX1) 

ovel' au al'bill'al'y anglc, Ol' othel'wise: if l, l' ure thc lines al infil1lly of the pitUleS 
O(X1X 2) , O(. .. :r;IX~) Hnd 111, 7n L1lose of all olllel pair of pItmes pel'feclly 110r111al la 
cach olhet·, Lhcl'e al'e always lwo real lines n, n' intel'secling l, l', m, m' and repl'e· 
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the sfi)miregulal' polytopes derived by Mrs. A. BOOJ,E S'ro'l'T 1) from 
the L'egular fiveeell by means of the geometrical operations of ex
pan sion and eontraction can be constrncted. 

But it ,vill be useful to develop fil'st some general laws. 

2. We conside[' the pl'ojection of the livecell 8(5) more dosely 
which leads us to the following l'emarks: 

a. In pentagonal projection the ten edges of 8~5) present themselves 
in jtve directions only, any diagonal of the pentagon being parallel 
to one of its sides. 

b. Though all the edges of 8(5; have the same length we find 
in projection two different lengths, with the pl'oportion s: d, wher€' 
8 and cl indirate side and diagonal of the pentagoll. 

If we wish to take into consideration thc length of the edge itseJf 
- we can use a ver)' weIl known rectangular triangle of plane geometry, 

saying that when l' is the radius of any circle and 8 10 and 8 5 denote 
the sides of the l'egl1lal' decagon ana pentagon described in it, 85 is 
the length of the eelge itSEllf, 8 10 anel l' being the projections. 

It goes without saying that 1he diffel'ence in length of projertion 
is a consequence of differenee in inclination; five edges of 8(5; make 
with the phtne of pl'ojection an angle p fot' which tgcp = ~ (V5-i), 
the five othe1's the complemental'Y angle with ~ (V5+1) as tangent. 

c. In pro.iection the ten eql1i1ateral faces of 8(5) split up into two 
quintuples of lsoflceles triangles, one group (28, cl) with an obtuse, 
onc gl'OUp (8,2rl) with an acute 1'ertex angle. 

d. In prqjection the five litniting letl'ahedea present the same Irape
zoidal form (fig. 2). V{ e show that this is of great impol'tance with 
respect to OUI' aim by saying that a rotation of the projection (2345) 
of the telL'ahedron in the sen se of the hands of a watell aL'OUl1d the 
centre C indicated in fig. 1n lo an amount of one, two, [hree, fom 
times 72° bring Ihis Pl·o.Jection snccesively into coincidence with the 
projeetions (3451), (4512), (5123), (1234) of the othel' four Iimiting 
tetrahedra. I 

In order to give same relief ta the single leil'nhedl'ol1 of fig. 2 we 
have dotted one of the two diagonals of thc tl'apezoid; by doing 

senting lhel'cfol'e lhe !ines al infiuily of tbc planes O(X2X 3), O(X1X 1) to be used; 
nnless any plane lh!'Ollgh In (Ol' m') makes wilh O(X1X 2) Lwo equal angles and 
the lines Z, Z', In, m' form a hypel'boloidical quac1l'l1ple, in which case the planes 
O(X2X 3) , O(XtXl) mn.y be selcctecl r)'om a &ingly infinite syslem. 

1) "Geol11rLl'ical c1eclucLion of semil cgllial' f!'om l'cglllal' polytopes Uilt! :;pace fillings" 
(Lhis Acadcmy, VerhancZelingen, vol. !l, nO. 1). In Lhe following we suppose Lhe 
l'esulLs obtain'ctl lhere to be knOWlJ. 
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so we tacitly l'epl'esent that limiting body eOI1E>iclel'ecl as Iyillg ill its 
own threedimer,sional space. FOI', in the pl'ojection of tt fOllrclimen
sional polytope on iJ plane tbe qnestjon of visibleness bas 110 E>enSO, 
as foul'dimensional space SW'j'ounds a plane situated in lt in the same 
way as threeclimensional space E>Ul'I'olll1ds a line sit llaféd in it. 

3. We now examine what we have LO expect in general ar, to 
the pen tagon al pl'ojection of tl1l1 semil'egllial' polytopes deducecl from 
tlle 8(5) by expansion alld confl'actton. 1"01' sbodness we introclllCO 
for the g'J'oup of these polytopes the symbol 8(5) ; mOl'eovel' we make 
USf' in future of lhe symbols T, 0, 0: CO, tO, Pa, P6 fol' the limiting 
bodies of these polytopes. 

a. The polyiopes 8'(5) partake wIth 8(5) the pl'opel'!y of pl'esent
ing in pelltagonal pl'ojection edges of' five dil'ections on 1.)'. Fol' it is 
eas,)' to prove that the thl'ee operatlOl1S ell e2 , e3 , taken eiLher separateI.}' 
or in cOll1bination, can introduce onl,)' new eclges parallel to tlte origi
nal ones. 

b. All the edges of S(5) being of tlte same length we find here 
in projection once more two different Jengt/Is with the propol'tion 
s : cl anel the two different complementary angles of inclination 
obtained above. 

c. As the ten faces of 8(5) split up in projection info hvo qnin
tIlpies of different form, (he equivalent. fhces of 8(5) must do so 
likewise. W"e sball even experience iJl tbe treatment of tJle differellt 
pmticulal' cases (hat square faces always present a third form of 
projection. 

cl. In pro,jection the limiting bodies of 8(5) behave diffel'ently 
according to their import. The general rule that eq ui valent lirniting 
bodies correspond in pro,jection only holds for polybeclru, of vertex 
and of body import: while botb the gl'Ollp of edges and the group 
of faces of 8(5) admit two different projections, the lil11iting bodies 
of edge and of face jmport must do sa likewise. 

But what is of the greatest value with respeC't to the constmction 
of the projectiolls desired iE> tbat all the limiting bodies of 8(5) are 
"al'l'anged pentagonally" aronnd lhe projection of the eentre of the 
original fi vecell, i. e, that the fout, rotations indicatecl undel' cl. of th.3 
pl'ereding article bl'ing ~tlly one of these limiting boelie& successively 
into coincidence with foUt' othe1's. If we assel't mOl'eovel' thai the 
effect of the operations of expansion anel contraction are extremely 
easily obtained in pentagonal pl'ojection, it must be cleal' thai the 
execuLioll of what was planned with respect to ihe polytopes 8(5) 
is mere children's play. 
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4. 'We now pass to tue systematic treatmenL of the different par
ticular cases, putting together under the different headings, containing 
the expansion and eontraction symbol, the symbol with the numbel's 
of vertices, edges, faces, limiting bodies, and the symbol with the 
limiting bodies in the order of body, face, edge, vertex import, se,'eral 
remal'ks pertaining to facilitate tbe interpretation of the dravángs. 

el S(5) - (20, 40, 30,10) - (5tT, --, -, 5T). 

The l'esult is given in fig. 3. By the operation el of the moving 
out of the edges the T of fig. 2 becomes a tT (fig. 4) with fom 
hexagons of face import and tour triangles of vertex import. As each 
vertex of T assumes three different positions if it moves out with 
each edge passing through it, the vertices of this tT must bear two 
digits, the first indicating the original vertex of T, the first in com
bination with the second the edge of T moved ont. By l'etracing in 
fig. 3 the same' pairs of digits one easily finds again the tT deduced 
from (2345), though for the l'eason stated abo\'e IlO dotted lines 11ave 
been admitted. If we rotate th is tT al'ouncl the centre of fig. 3 to 
an amount of 72° in the indicated sense it is brought into the posi
tion with (54,45) as bottom-edge and (13, 31) as top-edge in coincidence 
witb a second tT, having in common with tbe first - in its original 
position - the he"'\:agon (54, 53, 35, 34,43, 45), deducecl by the el -

opet'ation fl'OJll the triangle (345) common to the tetrahedra (2345), 
(3451) ,of fig. 1 a. Or rather : the centl'e of fig. 3 is found by drawing 
the tT of fig. 4 twice and by putting these two tT in such a way 
upon each other as to get a limiting hexagon in common; then this 
centre is the point of intel'section of the lines bisecting orthogonally 
the two edges (43, 34) allel (54,45). Or still othel'wise: the limiting 
polygon of Lhe projection is a semÏl'egula1' decagon with sides alter
nately equal to zand cl and ti'om this fact tbe circumcentre call be 
decluced 1). 

H goes without sayÎJlg that the vertices of each following tTbear 
pnil's of digits clec1ucecl [rom those at the corresponding vertices of 
the preceding tT by adcling unity to each digit, in which process 
the 5 becomes 0. 

The four differènt positions 12, t3, 14, 15 of tho original vertex 1 
form the vertices of a T of vertex import. 

It is easily verifiecl that the ten limiting bodies 5tT,5T, now 

1) From fig. 2 upward we use in all the diagl'ams fol' 8 and d the same measures 
in order to show by the projection the swelling of the polytopes corresponding to 
the operations of expansion. 

5 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XIV. 
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acC'ounted for, want as limiting faces exactly all the faces shown in 
projection, each face counted twice over, a triangle always being 
conllnon to a tT and a T, a hexagon to two tT. 

The 20 vertices present themselves in two wreaths (10, 10). 

e28(5) - (30,90,80,20) - (5 CO, ~, 10Pa,50). 

Fo!' the result fig. 5 may be consulted. By application of the e
2

-

opel'ation the T of fig. 2 passes into the CO of fig. 6, each edge of 
T being broadened out into a square, the sides of which al'e parallel 
to tlIat edge and to the opposite one. Here the particularity enters 
that two of the six squares project thell1selves as line segments, which 
is due to the fact that in pentagonal projection the edges 25,34 of 
the T of fig. 2 are parallel. Here we have to indicate the vertices 
of the CO by three digits, the firBt indicating the original verlex of 
Tand the two otllers, in irrelevant order, in combination with the 
fil'st, the face which is moved out. This CO in indicated in fig. 5 
by the same triplets of digits placed at the vertices. By reproducing 
it four times by means of the rotations indicated abo\'e, fig. 5 is 
completed; here any two CO have to be placed upon each other in 
such a way as to have a triangle in common. 

Aftel' having inscribed aU the triplets of digits at the vertices 
according to the rule given above about the augmentaticlll with unity 
fo!' each l'otation in the right sense to an amount of 720 we find 
that the 1 is foremost in six triplets, corresponding (fig. 7) to the 
vertices of an 0, i. e. we find 50 as limiting bodies of vertex import. 
Farthermore the notation shows that the edge (34) of the T presents 
itself in fig. 5 in th ree positions, the triplets of digits of the endpoints 
of which are found by putting behind 34 and 43 successively one 
of the three remaining digits 1, 2, 5, passing - if we rearrange the 
second and the third figure according to their value - into 314, 
324, 345 and 413, 423, 435. 80 we get the Ps of fig. 8, occul'ring 
in five different positions, and likewise the edge 25 leads to the 
differently pro,jected Pa of fig. 9, occurring also in tive positions. 80 
the ten Ps of edge import are accounted fol'. 

Here the circumpolygon is a regular pentagon with sides s + cl; the 
30 vertices appeal' in four wreaths (5, 10, 10, 5). 

eaS(5) - (20,60,70,30) -- (5T, 10Ps, 10Pa, 5T). 

The pen tagon al projection (fig. 10) exhibits central symmetry as 
does ea 8(5) itself. Here (21,31,41,51) is the T of fig. 2 moved out, 
by which remark the 5T of body import are accounted for, whilst 
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the fom pO'3itions 12,13,14, 15 of tbe original vertex 1 are the 
vertices of a tetrahedron of opposiie orientation, tlle rotation of which 
pro vides us with the 5'1' of vertex import. The relation between these 
two sets of 5 T can be indicated by saying, that two T of the sam~ 
set have nothing at all and that two T of different E.ets ean have 
onIy one vertex in common. 

If we had followed here the notation indirated lll1der el anel e
2 

each vertex would have had to beaT fom dlgits, the digit of ihe 
ol'iginal vertex of 8 (5) follo\ved by tlle c1igits of the othel' vertices 
of the T with wIllch the vertex is moved out; however, for short
ness we have placed aftel' the cligit of the vertex the only digit 
which does not oeellr at thc vertices of the T moved out. 

In this new notation of pairs of digits, where - at variance with 
the notation applied under el - the order of succession is of 
influence, tbe ten Pa of edge import present themselves in two 
quintllples, which ean be obtained hy putting aftel' each of the 
digits of ihe pair of digits of an edge ~uccessively each of the three 
remaining digits; so 43 gives the three edges (41,31), (42, 32), 
(45,35) of the Pa of fig. 8 turned upside down, while 52 leads in the 
same way fo (51,21), (53, 23), (54, 24), the parallel edges of the Pa 
of fig. 9 tUl'ned llpside down. Similarly the ten Pa of face import 
are found by putting aftel' each of tlle three digits of a face of T 
successively one of the two remaining digits; so 125 gives the two 
endplanes (13, 23, 53), (14, 24, 54) of the Pa of fig. 8, 134 the two 
endplaIles (12, 32, 42), (15, 35, 45) of the Pa of fig. 9. 

The Iimiting polygon is a regular decagon with side 8; from this 
ensues the possibility of drawing the ten T immediately in position. 
The 20 vertices are arranged in two wreaths (10, 10), of regulaIr 
decagons. 

e1é2 8(5) - (60,120,80,20) - (5t 0, -, 10Pa, 5tT). 

In tbis case, for wbieh fig. 11 represents the result, the T of 
fig. 2 is transformed into a tO (fig. 12); of the triplet of digits plaeed 
at each vertex of this tO the first indicates the ol'iginal vertex of T, 
the second with the fil'st the edge moyecl out, the thil'd witlt the 
two pl'eceding Olles the face moved out. This notation with triplets 
of digits differs again fl'om thll.t appliec1 in fig. 5 in this that the 
order of succeRsion of the second and third digits, of no cOl1sequence 
there, is of influence here. 

lf we luwe traced in fig. 11 the tO of fig. 12, rotation about the 
centre, accom.panied. by an addiJion of unity to all the digits, gives 

5* 
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t11e vertices ::tnd the triplets of digits of each f(lllowing tD. It goes 
without f:aying that here too the centre is fOllnd by drawing tO 
twice over and putting these tO in sach a manner upon each other 
as to have - with a diffel'ence in orientation of 7"J° - a bexagon 
in common. In tbe case of the two tO deduced from (2345) and 
(3451), which T of fig. 1a; have the face (345) in common, tb is 
common hexagon is charactel'ized by this that the six vertices bear 
the digits 3, 4, 5 in all possible permut::ttions. 

The digit 1 stands foremost at the triplets of twelve vertices, tbe 
vertices of a tT of vertex import; by omitting fl'om these triplets 
the 1 we get not only in position but also in notation the tT of fig. 4. 
So the five tT of vertex import are accounted fol'. MOl'eover, as to
tbe ten Ps of edge import we can refer to the development given 
nndel' P2' 

Circumpolygon a semiregular decagon with sides alternately s and 
cl. Six wreaths of ten vertices, all of them semiregulal' decagons. 

e1eS 8(5) - (60, 150, 120, 30) -l5tT, 10Pa, 10Ps, 5CO). 

In this case - for the resuIt compaL'e fig. 13 - tbe T of fig. 2 
is tl'ansformed by the e!-operation lnto the tT of fig. 4, aftel' which 
this tT is moved out as a wboIe; as by this pl'ocess each vertex of 
e18(5) aSSl1mes three different positions we must follow on ce more 
the notation of tb€' tl'Îplets of digits, whicb can be done bere by 
placing aftel' each paiL' of digits of fig. 4 tbe digit 1 not occl1l'rÏng 
at the vertices of the tetrahedron (2345) moved out. lf these triplets 
bave been inscribed in fig. 13, rota,tion about tbe centre and augmen
tation of the digits by unity gives all that is wanted, as soon as tbe 
centI'e has been constl'llcted. We a1'rive as soon as possible at the 
construction of this centL'e by determining the pl'isms of face import 
first. In the case es they we re the prisms Pa rel?resented by fig. 8 
and 9; by applying to the T tbe e1-operation, the triangles of the 
T pass into hexagons, whicb ineludes that the Pa are transfol'med 
into Pa, which can be drawn immediately. By applying to the end
plan es (13, 23, 53), (14, 24, 54) of the upper prism Pa of fig. 10 
the el-operation we obtain the upper prism Pa of fig. 13 represented 
separ::ttely by fig. 14. Oonsidel'atiou of this prism Pa shows that 
the limiting polygon is a semiregtllar decagon, the siàes of which 
are alternately s and s + d; from this the centre eau be deduced. 
In the same way the prism P~ of fig. 10 with the endplanes 
(12, 32, 42), (15, 35, 45) passes into the Pa represented by fig. 15. 
Farthermol'e the two Pa with the pairs of endplanes (341, 342, 34:5), 
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(431, J,32, 435) and (521, 523, 524), (251, 253, 254) represent two 
P3 of edge import, the prisms of fig. 8 and 9 upside down. 

The vertices with the triplets of digits whel'e the 1 is foremost 
form the vertices of a limiting body of vertex import, a CO in the 
positioll of fig. 6. 

Six wreaths of ten vertices, semiregnlar decagons. 

This most inflated of the polytopes S(5) is repl'esented in projection 
in fig. 16. According to the number of vertices 1) we have to p1ace 
at each vertex foUl' of the fi ve digits, each of them with a meaning 
as to the order of 8uccession; of these foUl' digits tlle first indicates 
the original veriex of S (5), tlJe seconel the new end point of the edge 
moved out, the third the new vertex of the face moved out anel the 
fOlU·th - according to what was stipulated undel' e3S(5) - the digit not 
occurring at the vertices of the tetmhedron moved out: so 123J 
denotes the position of the vertex 1, aftel' this point has been rnoved 
out with the edge 12, with the face 123, witll the tetrahedron 1235. 

Likewise as in the case e1el S(5) the l' of fig. 2 passes here into 
the tO of fig. 12, traced back easily in fig. 16 if one l'emal'ks that 
the moYing out of this tO undei' the influence of the e3-operatioll 
demands tlle digit 1 aftel' the triplets of fig. 12. While now the 
10wer side (4351, 3J,51 , 4321, 3421) of the projection of tbis tO 
assume'3 'the same length 8 + cl as the uppel' side of (he pl'ojection 
of the Ps of fig. 16, i. e. tbe side (1523, 1524, 1253, 1254), which 
Ps corresponds in f01'111 and position with that of fig. 14, it is clear 
th ut the circumpolygon is a regular decagon with siele s + cl. So the 
projection is once more central symmetl'ic as is (he polytope itself. 
In connexion with ihis the limiting bodies of vertex import are likc
wise tO, which is immediately verified by looking for the 24 vertices 
in whose q lIadeuples of digits the 1 is forcmost; likewise, not onIy 
the prisms of face import, but also ihose of edge import, are llexagonal. 

Evidently the cenü'e of the figure can be deduced from the side 
s + cl of the reglliar decagon; moreover Ü is possible (0 use to that 
end the pl'opel'ty that two adjacent Po of the ten of the form of 
fig. 1J lying at the 1'im have in projection a square face projerted 
as a lozen ge in common. 

1) It is easily verified that in each of the cases treated the notation corresponds 
to the number of vertices, i. e. th at the number of possible pairs, triplet, qua
druples of figures is always equal to the number of the vertices. 
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cel 8(5) - (10,30,30,10) - (5'0, -, -, 5T): 

This figure can be deducecl from fig. 3 by moving the limiting 
bodies of vertex imporL, i. e. the 5 T projected as Ll'apezoids (12, 13, 
1J, 15), (23, 24, 25, 21), etc. in sucl! a way towal'ds the centre, 
that the ten original edges of 8 (5), i. e. the five eclges (12, 21), 
(23, 32) etc. and the five edges (52, 25), (13, 31), etc. disappear. 
It is easily shown tbat these two conditions do not col1ide; for, if 
we sllppose that the trapezoid (12, 13, 14, 15) remt"ins where it is, 
whilst of the two adjacent trapezuids (21, 23, 24, 25), (51,52,53, 54) 
the fil'st experiences a l'E'ctilinear tl'anslaiion 21, 12, the second a 
rectilineal' translation 51, 15, the vertices 52 and 25 will coincide 
in the point of illtersection of the projections (12, 14), (13 15). So 
we get the simple result of fig. 17, where the limiting polygon is a 
pentagon wlth sicle d, oppositely orientated with respect 10 fig. 1a• 

In fig. 17 tlle six points wh ere the digit 1 is lacking foem the vertices 
of an 0 of body import, the four points wh ere tbe digit 1 occurs 
a T of vertex import, etc. 

ce 1e2 8(5) - (30,60,40, 10) - (5tT, -, -,5tT). 

This figl1l'e can be e1el'ivecl from fig. 11 by 1lI0ving tbe 5t1' of 
vertex import to\vards the centre in such a way That the ten pl'isl1ls 
Pa of edge import elisappeal'. Then the triplets of parallel edges of 
these Pa e1isappear and only the two coinciding enelplanes remain. 
Bul ibis imphes that the five tU of boely import are l'educed to tT 
by tIle annihilatiun of these eelges; so in the case of fig. 12 the 
square (532, 352, 354, 53J) is l'eclllCed by the coincidence of the 
vertices 532, 352 aud of the vertices 354, 534 to an edge with the 
direction (532, 53J) anel the hexagon (523, 2!)3, 235, 325, 352, 532) 
passes into a tl'iangle, while the aeljacent hexagons e10 not change 
in form. SO Wt;l get fig. 18, where each vertex bears a triplet of 
digits, of which the order of succes~ion of the fit'st and the second 
is irrelevant, while e.g. 345 resuHs from the coincielence of the 
vertices 345 anel 435 of fig. 11. In tbis tlgUl'e t l!e tT of vertex 
imporr, remained nnaltered, are recognized by the pl'operty that at 
theu' vertices the same digit occurs uneler the fil'SL two of tlle thl'ee 
digits, whilst the five other tT of body import lie in pl'o.jection 
symmetl'ically with these with l'espect LO the centl'e. 

It may still be remadted that the centl'e of the figlll'e can also 
be found hy d~awing the tT of fig. 4 twice and by putting these 
two tT with a, e1ifference of 36° in orienLation in slIch a way IIp'on 
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each other that they have in projection a hexagon in COmmon t). 
Th'e limiting polygon is a regular decagon with side d. The figme 

is central symmetric as is the polytope itself. The vertices appeal' in 
three wreaths of ten regular decagons. 

5. Though we have finished what we had proposed to ourselves 
to do, the plate still contains anothel' diagram. In fig. 19 we ha \'e 
constructed accurately the radii of the circllmcircLes of the different 
projections and - fol' the cases where the limiting polygon is a 
semircgular decagon - also the side of the reglllar pentagon inscribed 
in t11e circumcircle. 80 the labour of the pure construction of the 
figures is reduced to a minimum. This diagram will be clear if we 
l'emark that OA is divided in extreme and mean ratio, that on 
OB measured from 0 are to be fOllnd the radii of the circum
rircles and on OU parallel to AD measUl'ed likewise from 0 the 
sides of the l'egular pentagons inscribed in the circl1mcircles of the 
semiregular decagons. lVloreover we have OE FG=z, OF EU=d, 
whilst in connection with 16 

OR= QS, 0[= QT, OK=PT 
and the points el' elea , eleZ on OB are obtained by letting down 
the perpendiculars from H, L [( on OB. Finally Ees ' Fce1e Z and 
GeleZea are parallel to AD. 

Groningen, March 10, 1911. 

Physiology. - "On the i1'l'itation-ejfect in livin,q OJ:qanisms." By 
Mr. J. L. HOOUIVEG. (Oommllnicated by Prof. H. ZWAAHDEl\fAI(IilJi). 

(Communicated in the meeting of April 28, 1911). 

1. In this paper I wish to make a few remm'ks with regard to 
an essay of HIU (1) intending to give an extension to NlmNS'l"S (2) 
theory about the electric irritation of living organisms. 

1 may 'remind my l;eadel's of the fact that ever since the year 
1890 I have occupied myself with th is su~ject, when I communi
cated in the Ned. 'l'iJdsch1'ift V001' Geneeskunde (3) experiments abou.t 
the contraction of the human muscles by condensatol'·dischal'ges, and 
indicated in this paper a simple connection betweell the capacity C 
of the condensator used and the potential P, to which the latter 
was to be charged in order ·to prodl1ce a minimall'esponse. This con
nection is expressed by 'the formula 

1) We remember that undel' el the difference in oricntatioll was 72°, 


